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Visions
I founded The Order of Earth on May 3, 2002 2:00PM Denver CO. It's a vision for new
configuration for Homo sapiens amans (wisdom continuum) to bring forth sustainability in 21st
Century, self funded. Since 2004 I have been committed to the Lakota People and Nation, He Sapa
"the center of all that is", Black Hills South Dakota USA, as the first green shoot in this new
configuration. From Aug 2011 to Aug 2012 I carried the Cunnupa (Lakota Sacred Pipe) in public
prayer concerning the suicide.
In the Lakota world I am known as Mushin Mato Wambli. I offer this insight as an invitation to know
where we are going here in the next few days in this cosmic cycle. I propose that the real shift is the
pole on earth is moving from the Mayan age to the Lakota He Sapa the Black Hills and the Water
Pourer in this next age is "White Buffalo Calf Woman." Over the past few years I have experienced
how leading edges of cognitive sciences such as the biological distinction of us being "Homo sapiens
amans" (wise-sing up social loving animals, not gods) is coherent and congruent with the Lakota
native scientific path way in natural law. I submit this a point of convergency in our humanity worthy
of collaborative exploration in designing a new beginning for collaboration between western science
and indigenous peoples.
I have returned to Boulder/Denver Colorado and re-launching V3W LLC a project started during the
Dot Com era (97-2000) based in P2P ontological distinctions, privacy in learning, cooperative
collaboration, decision making solves all problems in freely agreed to human commitments. If
anyone of you are interested in appreciative conversation please feel free to contact me directly. I
look forward to learning from each of you and meeting when time and circumstances permit. Until
them may you be happy, be loved and continue serving in the awakening of the earth and its
peoples.
Mushin Mato Wambli <theorderofearth@gmail.com>
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